Test Your Corporate
Development Team’s Health
A strong corporate development team is integral
to any business engaged in inorganic pursuits. Yet
common institutional challenges hold them back,
according to Datasite Insight polling of 1,000+
corporate dealmakers. Think your team has what it
takes to buck the trend? Ask these four questions.

Are career paths and KPIs clear?

Are corporate development
priorities clear?
Mis-Match: When asked what corporate development’s
most important role is, dealmakers in the Americas prioritize
M&A origination and strategy, whereas EMEA respondents
stress deal execution and integration.
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Globally, 48% of dealmakers ranked fuzzy career paths,
KPIs and lack of autonomy as the #1 reason why corporate
development teams struggle at work.
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Identifying and vetting targets

Advise and support top level strategy

Deal execution

Planning and executing on integration

Is there sufficient ownership over
the entire M&A lifecycle?

Is there adequate project
management support and training?

Dealmakers cited insufficient ownership over the
origination and integration process as contributing to
corporate development challenges.

Finally, 16% of Americas and 15% EMEA respondents
listed inadequate project management experience and
support as a key impediment to sucess.
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The results are in
Corporate development teams must surmount entrenched
institutional barriers to achieve deal success. Here are three
unique ways Datasite helps you overcome them.

Extend oversight of the entire M&A
lifecycle with Datasite Acquire. Our
best-in-class collaboration and
analytics platform provides easy
visibility into workstream progress and
creates a knowledge bridge between
deal execution and integration.

Centralize all your sensitive projects on
our Landing Page. See project status
and activity flags like new document
notifications all in one place. Jump
directly to where you want to go.

Take ownership of your asset
marketing process with Datasite
Outreach. Manage NDAs, teasers
and more at scale. See your sale or
financing process progress at the
click of a button.
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